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“What's important is that you have faith in people, that
they're basically good and smart — and if you give
them tools, they'll do wonderful things with them.”
~ Steve Jobs
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Introduction - Web3 and Blockchain
Web 1.0 was a one-way street: the gateway to an information highway that enabled
users to access for the ﬁrst time, if often clumsily, the resources of the internet. Web
2.0 is the age of pervasive social media – people interacting with computers in a far
more advanced manner, but also in silos that are constricted by big tech and government. In short, Web 2.0 is almost exactly the opposite of what Web 1.0 seemed to
promise: anonymity and deregulation.
Web 3.0, sometimes known as the “Semantic Web,” is at once revolutionary and
anachronistic. Conceptualized a decade ago as the web that will allow machines to
read humans (instead of vice versa), it has been expanded and reimagined. Gavin
Wood, the co-founder of Ethereum, reinvigorated the concept of Web 3.0 as a
low-threshold, censorship-free, non-monopolistic delivery protocol to replace traditional technologies such as HTTP, AJAX, and MySQL — a protocol that is powerful and
veriﬁable, that can protect the information ﬂow of network users whilst remaining
independent of any centralized entity.
In short, Web 3.0 is in the process, ideally, of restoring the original idea of the internet
as a free and open exchange of ideas, but with inﬁnitely more utility and a robust security structure designed to withstand inﬁnitely more sophisticated techniques of
invasion of privacy.
This brings us to blockchain and why it is critical to the implementation of the Web 3.0
that Wood and others have conceptualized: blockchain is trustless, decentralized,
scalable, private – both the antidote to big tech’s ugly invasiveness and the potential
restoration of the power of the individual in an age of mass consumption.
The mission of Micrographs is to simplify the implementation of Web 3.0 applications
by making blockchain accessible to nearly everyone through inexpensive low-code
and no-code applications. The ﬁrst such applications will be developed by Micrographs itself; future applications will be developed by its decentralized, ever-expanding user community. The availability of more specialized and sophisticated (but still
easy-to-install) applications will thus expand far more quickly and extensively than
any one company – even a tech giant – could hope to accomplish, and at lower cost
to the consumer.
This conﬁdential white paper will further explain the business plan of the Company
and how management expects to implement and ﬁnance its operations. The information that follows reﬂects the intent of Company management as of its date of publication and is likely to be revised subject to revision as real-world events unfold. Like all
early-stage ventures, it is subject to a high degree of risk. It is also subject to the disclaimers and warnings set forth elsewhere in this document.
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Problem
BLOCKCHAIN IS HARD.
To work with blockchain requires programming skills, however, only 0.3% of the
Earth's population knows how to code!
Now, imagine if building with blockchain were eﬀortless, like magic: any one of
those billions of people, with a little initiative and the correct tools, could
create any new application that they can dream up.
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This is the kind of technological magic that Micrographs is developing. We
want everybody to be able to use blockchain easily, with no programming skills
required, because only then can the true promise of blockchain be fulﬁlled.
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Solution
MICROGRAPHS MAKES BLOCKCHAIN SIMPLE
Micrographs is a user-friendly, drag-and-drop, low-code/ no-code,
software-as-a-service platform that will simplify and automate
Blockchain application programming and will provide a community
ecosystem for development, information sharing, distribution,
purchase and sale of applications utilizing its platform.
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Diﬀerentiators
Micrographs’ blockchain adoption strategy is to focus on non-technical users, while
incentivizing developers to contribute high quality code to the web3 marketplace:
• No-code frameworks for non-technical users
• Low-code for developers (REST API Services)
• Web3 marketplace
• Web3 infrastructure
• Decentralized Network to host curated code
Why Low-code / No-code is the way:
Statistics show that low code/no-code (“drag-n-drop”) solutions can reduce application development time by up to 90%!
Thus, Micrographs’s code-free platform will allow developers more time to focus on
creating and implementing the ideas they care about, instead of worrying about
technical coding requirements. The drag-n-drop interface is essential for non-coders who need to design smart contracts for their business apps. The demand for this
technology will only increase as the number of new types of blockchain and their
applications continue to rise.
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Capabilities
With MG You Can:
• Connect web2 websites and apps to blockchain
• Add/edit business logic of web3 apps/services
• Build new web3 apps and smart contracts via drag-n-drop as well as Web3 simple
REST API services
• Combine web3 code modules / integrate them into your web3 app (composability)
• Host and store web3 apps, NFTs and data
• Earn token rewards
• Get new users and customers
• Earn (via revenue sharing) for contributing high-quality open-source web3 code
• Manage your digital wallets (i.e. NFT wallet - multichain)
• Will implement many other planned features
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Vision
Micrographs’s vision is to become the most relied upon
web3 ecosystem in the world for both technical and
non-technical users. What WIX, App Store / Google Play,
Github and Amazon Web Services have done for Web 2,
Micrographs will accomplish for Web 3.
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Mission
Micrographs has one core mission: to integrate
with every blockchain and dApp on the market.

MG Ecosystem:
Case Studies
Launchpad

NFT Store

Swap

Airdrop

ERC20
Choose

Choose

Choose

Choose

Choose
There are as many use cases for Micrographs as there are
for blockchain itself. The following two case studies will
give in you an idea of how easy it is to use Micrographs.
We provide you with a canvas and a paintbrush. What you
do with them is limited only by your imagination...
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Case Study 1. Launchpad.
Meet Jane, a successful
entrepreneur, who wishes
to launch an NFT token sale.

How can
MG help?

1

Jane selects a predeﬁned launchpad template:

ERC20

Airdrop

Swap

NFT Store

Launchpad

Choose

Choose

Choose

Choose

Choose
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2

Jane proceeds by entering required parameters:

Domain:

Description:

3

Jane selects the blockchain network:

Deploy

Save as draft

Solana

Delete

Select

4

MG’s smart contract processes Jane’s payment

5

Jane’s new launchpad app is auto-generated:

Network: Loading Success
Done
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Meet Rob and Sarah,

both are crypto enthusiasts

Oh, sweet!
We won‛t miss out
on this one!

1

Rob, look!
Jane‛s launched
an NFT token sale!

Rob takes the initiative and signs in via his crypto wallet

Sign in with
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2 Rob then edits proﬁle details:

Change Password

Company
Company Name

3 Rob & Sarah can now participate in the token sale:

CO. NAME

12 : 19 : 23 : 12
15 ETH

TOKEN ADDRESS:

10 ETH

Token Address
CONTRACT ADDRESS:
Contract Address
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing
elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt
SITE:
https://projectwebsite.io/

Auction Start

Auction Now

AMOUNT FOR SALE: 990

27 586

AMOUNT RAISED: 28 ETH
REMAINING: 88%
AMOUNT: 2 ETH

BALANCE: 12 ETH

4 They can also earn referral fees:

REFERRAL LINK:
https://micrographs.io/?ref=73485872573

Copy
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Case Study 2. REST API.
Meet Brian. Brian is a full stack developer. Brian wishes to customize his micrograph
by adding a REST API service to a Smart Contract. (This is one of the key features of
the Micrographs’ low-code capabilities: to be able to export any smart contract of
any dApp on any blockchain to MG and generate a REST API service.)

1

Brian ﬁrst chooses “Export / Create Smart Contract”:

Export /
Create Smart
Contract

Export /
Create Data
Structure

Export
Business
Services

Choose

Choose

Choose
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2

Brian enters the Smart Contract address:

Export

Create

Link:
etherscan.io/address/0xab5801a7d398351b8be11c439e05c5b3259aec9b

3

Check

Brian speciﬁes required details:

Domain:

Description:

4

Success: Simple REST API service is created:

GET

/api/name

Now Brian can use his smart contract via REST API. Brian has just
saved a lot of time, by having MG automatically generate the
REST API service for him.
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Other Web3 Dev Tools

The case studies shown above are just two of the countless ways
to use Micrographs. Micrographs also provides the following tools:
Advanced Analytics: The user may choose to utilize advanced analytics for transactions and orders. The Micrographs ecosystem
allows the user to apply advanced analytics without having to manually integrate third-party services and tools. All of the transferred
blockchain data will be conveniently saved in Storage, ready to be
accessed and analyzed at any moment.
Sharing: In all cases, should the user choose to promote their micrograph (web3 code / services) to other Micrographs ecosystem
participants, the user can share it to Micrographs’ Web3 Marketplace, making their micrograph available in search results for others
to see, import, and integrate. The user generates revenue from
having their web3 code installed and integrated by others.
Marketplace
Micrographs will launch a community-driven Web3 app marketplace
to facilitate distribution and discovery. On the technical level, the
marketplace is for hosting, compute resources, and web3 code
written by developers. DApp / code authors will share in hosting
fees based on the use of their dApp code modules. A simple mental
model of Micrographs Web3 marketplace is an app store + github.
Micrographs Web3 marketplace helps developers monetize the uploaded web3 code, thus accelerating the rate of innovation.
Data Structure / Smart Contract Workﬂow Editor
Workﬂow Editor is a drag-n-drop tool that allows one to easily
create new smart contracts, as well as modify the business logic of
exist-ing dApps.

Micrographs Ecosystem
Key characteristics of the Micrographs platform:
Scalability, Composability and Logical Uniformity
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Prerequisite Knowledges
The technological foundation of Micrographs is blockchain. The following are
the technology-speciﬁc terms used in this whitepaper:
Blockchain

Blockchain is a distributed ledger technology based on a global network of computers (nodes)
that work together to process, store, and mathematically verify all transactions. All data stored on
the blockchain is unalterable. All blockchain nodes are synchronized with each other.

Smart Contracts

Smart contracts are programs stored on a blockchain that run when predetermined conditions are
met.

Decentralized Applications (dApps)

A dApp is a software application built on a blockchain that combines a smart contract and a
front-end user interface

APIs

An API (Application Programming Interface) is a set of software functions and procedures that
allows two apps to talk to each other.

REST APIs (aka RESTful APIs)

REST APIs, in very simple terms, allow one website to talk to / access features of another website.

Services

A service is software that performs automated tasks, responds to hardware events, or listens for
data requests from other software

Microservices

An architectural approach to designing apps in which a single app is composed of many loosely
coupled and independently deployable smaller components (just like building blocks).
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MG Network
What is Micrographs Network?
Micrographs Network is the middle layer of the MG ecosystem. It helps securely
communicate data between a blockchain and a blockchain app (dApp).

dApp
MG
Network

Blockchain
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What is a micrograph?
(The key to the Micrographs’ composability)
A micrograph is one unit of the Micrographs ecosystem. Micrograph means a microservice. It is
used as a software block or module to build dApps.
A micrograph can be a business service, storage, a blockchain service, or a smart contract.
For example, a user can export an existing blockchain service such as Uniswap as a Micrograph and
enhance it with new functionality. A dApp is essentially a group of micrographs, just as a web app
can be described as a group of microservices.
A set of micrographs is called a project. Projects can be exported as sites
A decentralized app (dApp) is a group of micrographs, some of which are smart contracts, some are
user interfaces, and some connect the two.
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GRAF Utility Token ($GRAF)

Micrographs’ chief aim is to deliver a reliable decentralized public
infrastructure allowing businesses to routinely use blockchain
services. To ensure the economic security of the Micrographs
Network and stability of business processes, Micrographs
participants will use the utility token GRAF ($GRAF).
As the Micrographs network grows to become fully permissionless,
the GRAF token will be launched, serving as the economic layer to
incentivize more and more operators to host the network all over the
world, analogous to IPFS.
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MG Ecosystem Participants
Nodes / Node Owners (Earn $GRAF)
Nodes are the “working horses“ of the MG ecosystem.
They process customers’ requests and data. А node is a
key element of the Micrographs ecosystem. It provides
the technical interoperability of the system. There are 3
types of nodes within the MG ecosystem:
• Front Node - processes API requests and hosts the
Consumers’ micrographs
• Validator - validates consumers’ data, creates new
signatures for data chains and veriﬁes billing data
• Storage - stores consumers’ and billing data

Node operators own and operate instances of the MG
node. Each node comes with a wallet. Node operators
stake GRAF tokens to earn rewards.

Consumers (Pay $GRAF)
Use MG platform to build & host dApps
Consumers are the end-users of Micrographs. They pay
fees for blockchain services / dApps creation, hosting,
transactions processing, data saving, and validating.

Curators (Earn $GRAF)
Select (stake on) best micrographs
Curators are holders of $GRAF tokens who, by depositing
GRAF tokens into a bonding curve, signal to inform the
ecosystem which micrographs should be prioritized to
be processed by the nodes, earning their share of fees.

Delegators (Earn $GRAF)
Select (stake on) best nodes
Delegators are holders of $GRAF tokens who contribute
to the MG ecosystem by delegating tokens to their
chosen node(s). They gain passive income from their
delegation in the form of node rewards.
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Illustration of the MG Ecosystem
Node Owners/Operators
Install and run instances
of MG node

Earn $GRAF

Curators

Select (stake on)
best micrographs

Earn $GRAF

$GRAF

a utility token staked by
MG participants

MG Node

used for storing,
hosting, & validating

One mircorgraph
a building block of
a decentralized app

Delegators

Select (stake on)
best nodes

Earn $GRAF

Consumers

Use MG platform to
build & host decentralized apps

Pay $GRAF

Tokenomics
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Token Model

$GRAF, an ERC-20 token on the Ethereum blockchain, is used to allocate
resources in the network. Active Nodes, Curators, and Delegators can earn
income from the network proportional to the amount of work they perform
and their GRAF stake.
The total GRAF supply at the main net launch will be 10 billion tokens, part of
which is to be allocated to a reserve for staking rewards. Token infusion from
that reserve into the ecosystem, to incentivize participation, is subject to
future independent technical governance.
More information about the token distribution and technical governance will
be released as we approach the network launch.
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MG Node and its role in Tokenomics
As mentioned above, nodes play a central role, and there are 3 types of nodes within the MG ecosystem: Front, Validator, and Storage. One physical node instance can function as all three types.
When Consumer creates a new dApp and tops up their MG account with GRAF tokens, their dApp
(a set of micrographs) is stored in the Front Node, and the billing data is stored in the Storage
Node. The Validator Node validates the billing data (checks for compliance) during the billing
period (from 1 day to 1 week). After that the Billing Service checks the validated data and sends it
to the Billing Contract (a smart contract) to calculate and distribute rewards to MG Ecosystem
participants.

Front Node

Hosts Consumer’s
micrographs / dapps, &
handles API requests

Validator Node

Validates Consumer’s
transactions & billing
data; billing data is then
sent to the Billing Contract to distribute
rewards to participants.

Storage Node

Stores Consumer’s billing data and other
data.
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Protocol
This Micrographs protocol illustration shows a detailed design of the Micrographs network as a decentralized
business services protocol for Web3. It aims to provide a robust and flexible way to infuse blockchain services
into business ecosystems. Core network participants perform their roles within the protocol, as they make the
services of the network come alive, and are motivated to earn protocol tokens.

Consumers pay fees for
usage, on the pay-as-you-go
basis

Tokens are issued
dynamically via
Technical Governance

Billing data is ﬁrst
validated before it’s
sent to Billing Contract

Billing Contract

Distributes fees to
MG Ecosystem
participants

Rebate Pool

Distributes $GRAF tokens
to all MG participants as
an incentive

Node Owners

Delegators

Curators

Operate instances of MG Node;
earn $GRAF for staking on
their nodes

Earn $GRAF for staking
(or voting) on
speciﬁc nodes

Earn $GRAF for staking
(or voting) on
speciﬁc micrographs
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Revenue Streams
Hosting rewards ( from Consumers )
Nodes can earn hosting rewards while hosting the Consumer's micrographs in the number of
instances set by the consumer. While or after the Consumer creates a micrograph they can set
how many instances are needed to ensure that their business processes are safe or set up a replication strategy according to the query amount. For each instance, the Consumer should stake
tokens that will be transferred to the Node that will hold that instance after the billing period.

Query rewards ( from Consumers )
Nodes can earn query rewards while processing queries for the Consumer's micrographs. While or
after a micrograph’s creation the Consumer can buy a query package according to their business
needs, so the nodes which process these queries will distribute these rewards in tokens after the
billing period.

Validation rewards ( from Consumers )
Nodes can and should validate consumer and billing data. If a node has an option of data validation
it can earn rewards in tokens. What type of data can be validated:
• Consumer’s transactions
• Consumer’s data in storage
• Billing data in storage
• Data blocks and sequences (in the future)
What should be validated:
• Transaction’s ﬁelds and signatures
• Transaction’s states
• Data signatures and data consistency
• Billing packages’ consistency and completeness

Data storage rewards ( from Consumers)
Nodes can store the Consumer’s data and earn rewards. Consumers can purchase data packages in
accordance with their business needs, and the nodes that store all this data distribute rewards in
tokens for storing it. Consumers can also set up a replication strategy, according to what data
should be replicated or backed up and every participating node will earn the rewards for data
replicas.

Rebate pool ( from Ecosystem )
A ﬁxed portion of fees are contributed to the Rebate Pool, [the rebate pool receives tokens issued
by the Ecosystem at a dynamically adjusted rate], and all participants of the MG Network are
rewarded from the Rebate Pool based on their contributions to the network, following the
Cobb–Douglas Production Function. The intended outcome of the Rebate Pool is to encourage
Nodes and Delegators to stake GRAF tokens (in other words, to participate in the ecosystem).
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Technical Features
Discovery services
Discovery services are designed for routing client requests to the nodes where micrographs are
located according to their names (each micrograph is assigned its unique name).
Discovery services work like DNS for websites. When a new micrograph is added to the ecosystem,
Discovery services update the designated database table with parameters such as the Micrograph
Name: [nodes IPs list]. Thus, client applications can access the discovery services via the names of
their micrographs, based on which requests will be routed to speciﬁc nodes.
When a node updates information in one discovery service it updates it for others as well.
Also, discovery services can check a node's availability and metrics and decide to remove a Node
from the ecosystem if it is not available or does not work in a stable manner.
A Customer can also set up a local discovery service to be able to work with the entire ecosystem
of Micrographs locally or on its dedicated server.
Hosting and query processing
Any Web and Web3 applications and services must be exposed to the internet to be reachable by
users. These applications and services need a runtime environment for services execution. In terms
of cloud services, the most famous are Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud, and Microsoft Azure.
Micrographs Network, in contrast to the companies mentioned above, is designed to meet the
demand for decentralized hosting and runtime environments. Using Micrographs, the Consumers
will be able to create and host decentralized services in the cloud’s runtime environments without
any additional costs or deployment eﬀorts.
Data validation
Data validation is a common task in blockchain services. The Micrographs Network oﬀers the consumers an additional layer for data validation. Users can save their data and send blockchain compatible transactions and contract calls and sign them using their private keys. The Micrographs can
validate these transactions as an additional feature to ensure the data came from the user and
everything is correct. In addition, the Micrographs can check and update transaction statuses in
storage. Billing services (a part of a node) generate data in accordance with the billing packages
that the consumer has chosen and this data is to be validated.
Data saving
Data saving is essential to the Internet. Furthermore, blockchain services and decentralized applications demand additional data storage functionality. The Micrographs network is planning to
release several data storage service types:
In local nodes
In the Micrographs network with service signature checking
In the Micrographs network with service signature validation by the sequence of validators
In the public blockchains
For types 2 and 3, Micrographs Nodes will function as data repositories just like relational databases (i.e. Amazon Redshift) and will earn additional tokens for saving data items. The stored Web3 app
code data is interoperable across all Micrographs tools.
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Token Details
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Token Distribution
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Roadmap
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Micrographs Team

Jason Nordlund
CEO
Crypto Investor.
Wealth Manager.
Founder, Norstar Group

Davy Kusta
IRO / CMO
Advised Japan External
Trade Organization (JETRO )
on Marketing in Midwest

Yuriy Sherayzen
CPO
Helped blockchain
startups raise $35M+
Prev. Professor, IT

Joe Reiben
Legal & Regulatory Advisor
Attorney. Entrepreneur.
Web3 community
thought leader

Denis Vorobiev
CIO
Prev: Lead Dev. AdHive
AI / ML, Blockchain

Vadim Budaev
CTO
Prev: Co-founder AdHive
Raised $12.5M+

Richard Reiben
Legal & Regulatory Advisor
Attorney. Entrepreneur.
Specializes in Web3
Business Law

Adam Wallace
Community manager
Web3 Nodes operator
Investor

Dylan Duncan
COO
Partner
The Norstar Group

Jenna Kady
Dir. Marketing &
Public Relations
Social Media Influencer

Rafael Mojden
Technologist in Residence
Web3 Philosopher.
Visionary. Futurist.

With its unique combination of complementary skill sets, this is the team
that will bring web3 app tools & blockchain accessibility to the masses.

Legal Disclaimers
& Notices
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LEGAL DISCLAIMERS
Assumption of Risk by Token Purchasers
THE PURCHASE OF MICROGRAPHS USA, LLC TOKENS INVOLVES A HIGH DEGREE
OF RISK. PROSPECTIVE ICO PURCHASERS SHOULD HAVE SUFFICIENT FINANCIAL
RESOURCES TO WITHSTAND THE LOSS OR LACK OF LIQUIDITY OF ANY
POTENTIAL INVESTMENT IN THE TOKENS. NEITHER MICROGRAPHS USA, LLC
NOT ANY OF ITS AFFILIATES MAKES ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY AS
TO THE PRESENT OR FUTURE VALUE OF SUCH TOKENS, NOR SHALL ANY OF
THEM HAVE ANY LIABILITY WHATSOEVER TO PURCHASERS FOR THE REFUND
OR RETURN OF THEIR INVESTMENTS.
FROM AND AFTER THE DATE OF PURCHASE OF MICROGRAPHS USA, LLC TOKENS,
THE PURCHASER SHALL THEREFORE ASSUME ALL RISK RELATED TO SUCH
PURCHASE.
Disclaimer of liability - Whitepaper
This whitepaper is for informational purposes only and may be subject to change without prior
notice.
Micrographs USA, LLC (the “Company”) does not make or purport to make, and hereby
disclaims, any representation, warranty or undertaking in any form whatsoever to any entity or
person, including any representation, warranty or undertaking in relation to the accuracy and
completeness of any of the information set out in this whitepaper.
The Company accepts no liability for damages of any kind, whether consequential or indirect,
arising from the use, reference, or reliance on the contents of this whitepaper. This whitepaper
may contain references to third party research, data and industry publications. No warranty is
given as to the accuracy or completeness of any such third-party information. Neither the thirdparty information nor its inferences or assumptions have been independently verified.
Prospective purchasers of the Micrograph token should independently evaluate all risks and
uncertainties associated with the Company, its Initial Coin Offering (“ICO”), all information set
out in this whitepaper and any related terms and conditions prior to any purchase of the
Company’s token.
This whitepaper speaks as of the date of its publication. Neither the ICO itself nor the continued
use of this whitepaper shall under any circumstances constitute a continuing representation or
create any suggestion or implication that, since such date of publication, there has been no
material change or development in the affairs, conditions or prospects of The Company or in any
statement of fact or information contained herein.
No Offering of a Security
The contents of this whitepaper do not constitute a prospectus or offer document of any sort and
is not intended to constitute an offer of securities or a solicitation for investment in securities in
any jurisdiction.
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You are not eligible to purchase any Company tokens in the ICO if you are a citizen, resident
(tax or otherwise) or green card holder from the following jurisdictions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Albania
Belarus
Bosnia
Myanmar
Central African Republic
Democratic Republic of Congo
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea
Cote D’Ivoire
the Crimea region of Ukraine
Croatia
Cuba
Herzegovina
Iran
Iraq
Kosovo
Lebanon
Liberia
Libya
Macedonia
Moldova
Serbia
Somalia
Sudan
South Sudan
Syria
Venezuela
Yemen
Zimbabwe

No Financial Advice
The information in this whitepaper shall not be construed as business, legal, financial or tax
advice regarding the Company. Please consult your own legal, financial, tax or professional
adviser regarding the Company and its ICO.
Cautionary note regarding forward-looking statements
All statements contained in this whitepaper, statements made in press releases or in any place
accessible by the public and oral statements that may be made by The Company or its respective
directors, executive officers or employees acting on behalf of The Company, which are not
statements of historical fact, constitute “forward-looking statements.” Some of these statements
can be identified by forward-looking terms such as “aim,” “target,” “anticipate,’ “believe.,”
“could,” “estimate,” “expect,” “if,” “intend,” “may,” “plan,” “possible,” “probable,” “project,”
“should,” “would,” “will” or other similar terms.
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Neither the Company nor its affiliates represent, warrant and/or undertake that future results,
performance or achievements of the Company will be as discussed in forward-looking
statements. The actual results, performance or achievements of the Company may differ
materially from those anticipated in these forward-looking statements. Nothing contained in this
whitepaper is or may be relied upon as a promise, representation or undertaking as to the future
performance or policies of the Company. The Company disclaims any responsibility to update
any of these forward-looking statements or to publicly announce any revisions to these forwardlooking statements to reflect future developments, events or circumstances, even if new
information becomes available or other events occur in the future. All statements regarding the
Company’s financial position, business strategies, plans and prospects and the future prospects
of the Company’s industry are forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements,
including but not limited to statements as to the Company’s revenue and profitability, prospects,
future plans, other expected industry trends and other matters discussed in this whitepaper
regarding the Company are matters that are not historic facts or predictions, but only the results
of good-faith analysis by the Company or third parties.

These forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other
factors that may cause the actual future results, performance or achievements of The Company to
be materially different from any future results, performance or achievements expected, expressed
or implied by such forward-looking statements.
Thanks for reading. You are welcome to become a part of the Web 3.0 revolution with
MICROGRAPHS!

